HUNGARIAN GOLF FEDERATION
ENTRY DETAILS
33. HUNGARIAN OPEN JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
Organizer:
Hungarian Golf Federation
Date:
16-18th August 2022 (3 individual Stroke Play rounds, 54 holes).
Official practice day: 15th August 2022 (Monday), Tee Time bookings: contacting
Pannonia GCC (+36 22 594 200).
Venue:
Pannonia Golf & Country Club (8087 Alcsútdoboz, Máriavölgy).
Rules:
The Hungarian Open Junior Championship will be held in accordance with the R&A
rules, the Competition Rules and Rankings of the Hungarian Golf Federation and
the local rules of the Pannonia GCC during the competition.
Participants:
All international participants must have a valid HCP certificate, not older than 30
days issued by his/her the home club of the player. The organizer will accept entries
from players who have not yet reached the age of 21 at 0:00 on January 1, 2022.
Form of Competition:
All three rounds (54 holes) are individual Stroke Play, where the field is cut after
the second day of the tournament (36 holes).
Rules of cut:
The cut is at 72 players, including tied players, keeping the gender ratio of players,
maintaining a ratio of main categories (“A”, “B”) but maintaining a minimum ratio
of 10 players / main category / boy and 8 players / main category / girl. In case of
doubt, the Competition Committee will decide
The exact application of the Cut (number of players, gender ratio, etc.) may be
modified by the Tournament Director in his / her own discretion, but the exact
description must be posted on the information board by 12:00 on the day of the
practice or in the GOLFiGO system.
The Competition Committee decide (if circumstances allow) that in the case of CUT, players who have
not made it to the finals can also play (out of competition) on the day of the final, but they can only
start 30 minutes after the last group of players (Flight).

Handicap modification:
The competition is a handicap modifier.
Entry for the tournament:
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Entry (sign up) is possible in online mode only at the GOLFIGO system.
(mgsz.golfigo.com)
Entry fee:
51 000 HUF
Entry and other deadlines:
Entry deadline: 11th August 2022 (Thursday) 12:00 hours
Deadline for receiving (crediting) the entry fee: 12th August 2022 (Friday) 12:00
hours
Entries can only be cancelled online in the GOLFiGO system, with a deadline
(without “No Show” entry): Sunday, 14th August 2022 till 12:00 hours
Entry becomes valid upon payment of the entry fee. Entries will only be accepted
by the Organizer together with the payment of the entry fee by the deadline! The
entry fee must be paid to the following bank account of Máriavölgy Zrt.: 1090002800000007-61000239.
Swift: FHKBHUHB
IBAN: HU03504206091000717000000000
The name of the player and the tournament must be entered in the notice box.
Entry
-

fee includes:
Green Fee on the practice day and tournament days (4 Green Fee in total)
3x Snack "starter" package
1x Hot meal

Entry limit:
A total of up to 138 entries will be accepted by the Organizer.
Handicap Limits:
Age group HCP Index limits for the Open Championship:
U16-21 Boys:
7.0
U16-21 Girls:
9.0
U14 Boys:
13.0
U14 Girls:
15.0
U12 Boys:
18.0
U12 Girls:
24.0
(In all cases, the deadline for entries is relevant.)
Players with a higher HCP Index may not enter the tournament (except for a
maximum of 6 free card players issued by the organizer, provided that the HCP
Index of any free card player(s) does not exceed 28.0)
Ranking list points:
The competition is a World Ranking event and is registered in the WAGR calendar
and also present in EGA calendar.
Startlist:
- The startlist of the first round will be available on the GOLFiGO system no later
than 12:00 pm on Monday,15th August.
- The startlists of the other rounds can be viewed in the GOLFiGO system within
one hour after the official end of the previous competitions.
In the second round, the field will start in ascending order based on the first day's
Stroke results.
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In the third round, the field will start in descending order based on the combined
Stroke results of the first and second days.
Teeing area:
„A” Category:
Boys:
White
Girls:
Blue
„B” Category:
Boys:
Yellow
Girls:
Red
Tie:
In case of a tie at the last round of the tournament, in either the Gross Boy's or
Gross Girl's result categories, the players concerned will play a Playoff until the
winner is clearly identified ("sudden death"). The Playoff will take place at the time
and at the hole(s) designated by the Competition Committee.
For all other positions, the final result is based on the better overall results of the
last 36, 18, 9, 6, 3, 1 sections.
Awards
At the Open Hungarian Junior Championship, the Organizer announces prizes
in the following categories:
„A” Category (U16, U18, U21 aggregated for all ages):
Boys Gross
Champion
II. place
III. place
Girls Gross
Champion
II. place
III. place
„B” Category (U12, U14 aggregated for all ages):
Boys Gross
Champion
II. place
III. place
Girls Gross
Champion
II. place
III. place
The prizes of the Open Hungarian Junior Championship can be won by any
participant according to the category.
Any player can start in a category higher than their age.

Example: A player aged U14 can start in category U16 if he otherwise meets the HCP limit for that
category.

If in a given category (“A” or “B”) the number of competitors of the same sex does
not reach 5 people, then only the first place in the category will be awarded.
Double remuneration is allowed.
Scorecard submission
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The scorecard must be signed by the Player and the Marker immediately after the
end of the game and leave it in the Scoring Area. If the player has handed over the
scorecard, he/she has no further modification or correction.
Pace of Play
The maximum allowable time is the maximum time considered necessary by the
Committee for a group to complete its round. This is expressed in a per-hole and
aggregate time format and includes all time associated with playing the game, e.g.,
for rulings and walking times between holes. See Rule 5.6b(3). The maximum time
allotted for the completion of 18 holes at the course is 4 hours and 24 minutes.
Penalty for first breach: verbal warning from referee.
Penalty for second breach: one-stroke penalty.
Penalty for third breach: general penalty applied in addition to the penalty for the
second breach.
Penalty for fourth breach: Disqualification.
Caddie
Caddies are not allowed.
Distance measurements (range finders)
The usage of a range finders are permitted if it is used only to measure distance,
but no other additional measurement (slope, wind speed, etc.) is permitted.
Golf car use
Use of golf carts is not permitted (on the practice day is allowed).
The use of a motorized trolley is permitted.
Prize giving ceremony
Within 30 minutes of receiving and processing all scorecards after the final round.
Referees
Selected by Hungarian Golf Federation, the exact list will be displayed in the
GOLFiGO system.
Competition Committee:
The Competition Director of the HGF (President of the Competition Committee),
the representative of the organizing club, the Referees, the exact list will be
displayed in the GOLFiGO system.
The organizer of the competition and the Competition Committee reserve the right
of changes. It is the player's responsibility to know the terms and conditions of the
tournament. The decision of the Competition Committee is final and cannot be
appealed.
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